
Sentence Scramble Game  

Adapted from Games for Thinking by Robert Fisher.  

This game will help children to learn about sentence structure and It will also help them to 

understand that they have some control when creating sentences and how sentences can be edited.  

 

Players: Any number 

Age range: Five to Adult  

Materials: Pen/pencil and paper or card 

 

How to play  

1. Explain the term simple sentence and main clause (see resource below). Each person writes 

a simple sentence on a strip of paper, cuts up the sentence into single words and then 

passes it on to the person next to them.  

2. All players try to put the sentence back together – the words could be in a different order as 

long as they make sense. Talk about punctation and word classes i.e. nouns, verbs, subject, 

object.  

3. Repeat the above step until children are comfortable with simple sentences and main 

clauses.  

Next Level  

4. Introduce compound sentences and coordinating conjunctions or FANBOYS (see explanation 

below). Ask all players to write and cut up their compound sentence and pass it to the 

person next to them. Who can order the sentence first? Discuss word order, punctuation 

and word classes. Repeat this step/play again until children are comfortable with compound 

sentences.  

Next Level 

5. For older children or extension activities, introduce complex sentences, subordinating 

clauses and subordinating conjunctions I SAW A WABUB (see explanation below). Ask all 

players to write and cut up their compound sentence and pass it to the person next to them. 

Who can order the sentence first? Discuss word order, punctuation and word classes. 

Repeat this step/play again until children are comfortable with complex sentences.  

Extension Level 

6. As an extra extension (it starts to get quite tricky here) ask the children to write complex-

compound sentences.  Write the complex sentence then add a coordinating conjunction and 

another main clause. To make it even harder they could also add adverbs or adjectives. They 

then end up with rather complex sentences and word order can often be changed. They 

don’t always need to make the original sentence.  

 

 

 

 



 

Explanations and Resources 

 

Types of Sentences 

Simple 
Sentence 

 

One main clause The dog barks.  
 

Compound 
sentence 

Two main clauses separated 
with a coordinating 
conjunction.  

The captain lost the treasure 
map, but he still found the 
buried treasure. 

Complex 
sentence 

Main clause and one or more 
subordinating clauses. 
Subordinating clauses begin 
with a subordinating 
conjunction.  

Because the soup was too 
cold, I warmed it up in the 
microwave. 

Complex-
compound 
sentence 

Two main clauses and one or 
more subordinating clause. 

Though Michael likes watching 
comedy films, he rented the 
latest spy thriller, and he 
enjoyed it very much. 

 

 

 


